THE WORKS

Information
for Artists

What is it?

What do you get out of it?

The Works is an opportunity for artists to present their work
in development on Thu 22 Nov. The particular focus is cross
art-form and interdisciplinary exploration across theatre, dance,
spoken word, music and visual arts.

• The opportunity to work in a space to develop the work with
technical support from Brighton Dome and Festival.

At the heart of The Works is a dialogue between artists and
audiences. It is an opportunity for artists to seek the opinions
of the audience they wish to attract, and an opportunity for
people who care about performance to engage in collective
dramaturgy, supporting artists to envisage the choices and
possibilities available to them.
Dramaturg Lou Cope* will be the host and facilitator for the
evening, and the aim is to present excerpts from established and
emerging artists. The Works was established in 2012 and has
supported a large number of artists from Brighton and beyond
to develop new projects.

Who will be selected?
3-4 applicants will be selected to present short 10-15 minute
excerpts of work in development as part of The Works event.
Selection will be made by members of Brighton Dome &
Brighton Festival’s programming team in consultation with Lou
Cope.

• The opportunity to work with a Dramaturg* to develop your
idea (one skype/phone session before the even and a
follow up session between each artist afterwards)
• Constructive targeted feedback from the audience.
• Up to £150 in expenses

Guiding principles for selecting work
for The Works:
• The work must be new and in development (not yet launched
or premiered)
• Selection will be based on innovation, quality and potential
excellence
• Focus will be particularly on supporting cross-art form and
interdisciplinary exploration
• Applications are welcomed from both emerging and
established artists
*Lou Cope is a well established Dramaturg based in the south east who works
across a broad range of performance. Recent credits include Gary Clark
Company (Wasteland/COAL), English National Ballet (Swan lake), Rhiannon
Faith (Smack that – a conversation). You can find more about Lou’s work here loucope.com

About The Basement:
The Basement is a beautiful subterranean performance space made up of a café area, a long main studio space (Main Space approx. 25 by 7 metres) and smaller performance space with amphitheatre style seating (The Pit - approx. 6 by 7 metres).
We will be working to a capacity of around 80 audience members. See images below.
NB- The floors in the basement are not sprung so may not be suitable for certain styles of performance.

Café Space

Main Space

The Pit

This venue is a blank canvas with great potential –
we are open to proposals for any of the spaces listed
above.
Lighting: We will be providing a basic fixed rig in the spaces
with potential for a few specials which will need to be
discussed and agreed in advance.
Sound: full range PA with 2x stage monitors. An assortment of
wired microphones + 6 wireless microphones (handheld and
lapel). CD playback
Av: 1x 7k projector, 1x 6m x 4m screen, 1x laptop
All other equipment to be provided by the artist- Must be
PAT tested and approved by BDBF staff
Each act will receive £150 contribution towards expenses.

Please complete the application form online at
brightondome.org/theworks/
Deadline for applications is 5pm on Mon 4 Feb.
Please send the application form and any further attachment
with the file name: The Works-Applicant Name-Title of Project
to artisticplanning@brightondome.org by close of business
on 4 Feb.
Decisions about selection will be reached and communicated in
the week commencing Mon 25 Feb.
If you have any questions about the night please don’t hesitate
to get in touch with the Brighton Dome & Brighton Festival
artistic planning team at artisticplanning@brightondome.org
or 01273 260 832
We look forward to hearing from you!

Quotes for Previous Participants:
‘The Works provided a fantastic and very
useful platform for Near Gone- our current
work- at a crucial time in its development.
We felt very well supported and we left full
of intelligent comments, positivity and the
audience seemed to leave hungry for the
fully completed piece - so we look forward to
meeting them again!’
Two Destination Language – Near Gone

‘Coming from a classical/ free-improv/
experimental music background, presenting
at The Works was an incredibly illuminating
and invaluable experience for me and for the
development of my creative practice. I cannot
think of a better environment in which to test
and challenge one’s artistic ideas.’
Elaine Mitchener – Industrialising Intimacy

‘Participating in The Works at Brighton Dome
was a full on feedback experience. I could
show my work, gather individual feedback
and initiate an in depth discussion with the
audience in a group session. Many details
came up about my work which helped
me fine tuning my next developments.
People came to the event full of interest,
enthusiastically and generously giving their
time and thoughts to help me analyse my
work. I am impressed.’
Tommaso Perego - I Hear U See Me

